SEA-LINE BRAYT S1 PREMIUM
ONE STEP, CUT & HIGH GLOSS
Polishing compound
Technical information
Product components:

Sea-Line® S1 PREMIUM POLISHING COMPOUND
ONE STEP, CUT & HIGH GLOSS
one-component product

Packaging:

600g; 1,2 kg

Product description and
use:

Sea-Line® S1 PREMIUM guarantees obtaining a very high gloss on the
surface in one-stage polishing process.
S1 Premium Compound is designer for surfaces difficult to polish, such
as varnishes (also polyurethane ones) plexi or polycarbonates and
laminates. At the same time the used polishing grain gives a very high
gloss and efficiently removes defects and grinding scratches after using
sandpaper of gradation from P800. (in case of dark colours after using
sandpaper of gradation <P1200).
The compound is provided in the form of liquid, it allows for a precise
dosing of appropriate amount, depending on the type of the surface that
is being polished.

Technical data:
Cutting force:

8 /10

Gloss level:

9 /10

Physical and chemical
properties:
Density:
Colour:
Texture:

1,51 kg/l
White
LIQUID

Application methods:

Rotation machine,
lambswool, tough sponge

Application conditions:

Product works best at the temperature 15~25̊C

Surface preparation and
method of use:
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 Clean the surface destined for polishing
 If removing defects is necessary, polish the surface with
sandpaper of the following gradation:
o Final polishing: <P800
o Final polishing (dark colors): <P1200
 Clean the surface again
 Apply the compound onto an element or head (wool or tough
sponge)
 Apply the compound at minimum rotations on the whole surface
that is being polished (800-1000 rotations/min) polishing until it
changes colour and the compound changes its texture
 Slowly increase the speed max. to 1800 RPM working with a little
pressure.
 Polish until all defects are removed and full gloss is obtainted.
 If necessary, repeat the polishing process.
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Further steps:

After changing the applicator to a head made of 100% lambswool (MM
Sea-Line BRAYT) or a soft sponge, polish the surface for obtaining
higher gloss.
In order to enhance the level of gloss, it is also recommended to use:
 Sea-Line® S2 FINISHING COMPOUND
In order to protect the surface, it is recommended to use:
 Sea-Line® S5 QUICK WAX
 Sea-Line® S4 PROTECT WAX

H&S rules:

In case of swallowing, consult your doctor immediately and show the
container label.

Storage:

Store in a closed container at the temperature between 0 - 35 C.
Store away from fire, heat and UV rays. Przechowywać daleko od źródła
ognia, ciepła oraz promieniowania UV.
Protect from frost.
Close the packaging after every use.
Store away from children.

Shelf life:

24 months from the date of production

Quality Guarantee:

Production, quality control, and the realization of deliveries fulfill the
demands of ISO 9001 and 14001 standards.
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All data in this document have been prepared for informational purposes. We can not take responsibility for the results of user actions over
which we have no control. Responsibility of the user is to make the test sample and determine the suitability of the product for individual
applications.Sea-Line do not take responsibility for any damages, or loss of profits associated with the improper use of the products.
All information is based on scrupulous laboratory research and many years of experience. Our position of market leadership does not free us
from constant quality control of our products. However, we do not accept responsibility for the effects of improper use or storage of our
products, or for the effects of using our products in any way contrary to the standards of good workmanship.
TROTON sp. z o.o. Ząbrowo.
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